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The land given by Moses to the tribe of Reuben
reached from the Arnon, W&dy eUMoiib, in the S.,
to the border of Gad in the N. In Nu 32 34
cities of Gad are named which lay far S., Aroer being
on the very lip of the Arnon; but these are probably
to be taken as an enclave in the territory of Reuben.
From Josh 13 15 ff it is clear that the northern
border ran from some point N. of the Dead Sea in
a direction E.N.E., passing to the N. of Heshbon.
The Dead Sea formed the western boundary, and
it marched with the desert on the E. No doubt
many districts changed hands in the course of the
history. At the invasion of Tiglath-pileser, e.g.,
we read that Aroer was in the hands of the Reubenites, "and eastward .... even unto the entrance
of the wilderness from the river Euphrates" (1 Ch
6 8 f). Bezer the city of refuge lay in Reuben's
territory (Josh 20 8, etc). A general description
of the country will be found under Moab ; while the
cities of Reuben are dealt with in separate articles.
Reuben and Gad, occupying contiguous districts,
and even, as we have seen, to some extent over
lapping, are closely associated in the history.
Neither took part in the glorious struggle against
Sisera (Jgs 5 15 ff). Already apparently the sun
dering influences were taking effect. They are not
excepted, however, from "all the tribes of Israel"
who sent contingents for the war against Benjamin
(Jgs 20 10; 21 5), and the reference in 6 15 seems
to show that Reuben might have done great things
had he been disposed. The tribe therefore was still
powerful, but perhaps absorbed by anxieties as to
its relations with neighboring peoples. In guarding
their numerous flocks against attack from the S.,
and sudden incursions from the desert, a warlike
spirit and martial prowess were developed. They
were "valiant men, men able to bear buckler and
sword, and to shoot with bow, and skilful in war"
(1 Ch 6 18). They overwhelmed the Hagrites
with Jetur and Naphish and Nodab, and greatly
enriched themselves with the spoil. In recording
the raid the Chronicler pays a compliment to their
religious loyalty: "They cried to God in the battle,
and he was entreated of them, because they put
their trust in him" (5 19 ff). Along with Gad and
Manasseh they sent a contingent of 120,000 men
"with all manner of instruments of war for the
battle
men of war, that could order the
battle array," men who "came with a perfect heart
to Hebron, to make David king" (12 37 f). Among
David's mighty men was Adina, "a chief of the
Reubenites, and thirty with him" (11 42). In the
40th year of David's reign overseers were set over
the Reubenites "for every matter pertaining to God,
and for the affairs of the king" (26 32). Perhaps
in spite of the help given to David the Reubenites
had never quite got over their old loyalty to the
house of Saul. At any rate, when disruption came
they joined the Northern Kingdom (1 K 11 31).
The subsequent history of the tribe is left in
much obscurity. Exposed as they were to hostile
influences of Moab and the East, and cut off from
fellowship with their brethren in worship, in their
isolation they probably found the descent into
idolatry all too easy, and the once powerful tribe
Bank into comparative insignificance. Of the im
mediate causes of this decline we have no knowl
edge. Moab established its authority over the
land that had belonged to Reuben; and Mesha,
in his inscription (M S), while he speaks of Gad,
does not think Reuben worthy of mention. They
had probably become largely absorbed in the north
ern tribe. They are named as suffering in the
invasion of Hazael during the reign of Jehu (2 K 10
32 f). That "they trespassed against the God of
their fathers, and played the harlot after the gods
of the peoples of the land" is given as the reason for

the fate that befell them at the hands of Pul, king of
Assyria, who carried them away, "and brought them
unto Halah, and Habor, and Hara, and to the river
of Gozan" (1 Ch 6 25 f).
The resemblance of Reuben's case to that of
Simeon is striking, for Simeon also appears to have
been practically absorbed in the tribe of Judah.
The prestige that should have been Reuben's in
virtue of his birthright is said to have passed to
Joseph (1 Ch 6 1). And the place of Reuben and
Simeon in Israel is taken by the sons of Joseph, a
fact referred to in the blessing of Jacob (Gen 48 5).
Ezekiel finds a place for Reuben in his picture of
restored Israel (48 6). He appears also—in this
case preceded by Judah only—in Rev 7 5.
W. Ewing
REUBENITES, roo'ben-Its pJSIK^n, ha-r'ubhenl; 8i)poi 'PouB^jv, dttnoi Rhoubtn): Members
of the tribe of Reuben (Nu 26 7, etc). Adina. one
of David's mighty men, was a Reubenite (1 Ch 11
42).
REUEL, roo'el (bfMri, v'u'el, "God is his
friend"; LXX 'PoYovrjX, ithagouil) :
(1) In the genealogical system Reuel is both a
son of Esau by Basemath (Gen 36 4.10.13.17; 1
Ch 1 35.37) and the father of the father-in-law of
Moses, Hobab (Nu 10 29). In the account of the
marriage of Zipporah to Moses (Ex 2 16-21)
Jethro seems to be called Reuel (cf Hobab). The
various names of Jethro perplexed the Talmudists,
too; some held that his real name was "Hobab,"
and that Reuel was his father. Reuel is probably
a clan name (Gray, "Nu," ICC), and Hobab is a
member of the clan ("son") of Reuel (Nu 10 29
AV reads "Raguel").
(2) The father of Eliasaph, the prince of Gad
(Nu 2 14), called (by some copyist's mistake)
"Deuel" in 1 14; 7 42.47; 10 20. LXX has
uniformly Rhagouel.
(3) A Benjamite (1 Ch 9 8).
Horace J. Wolf
REUMAH, roo'ma (TRJIS*} , r°'umah) : The con
cubine of Nahor (Gen 22 24).
REVELATION, rev-«-la'shun:
I. The Nature op Revelation
1. The Religion of the Bible the Only Supernatural
Religion
2. General and Special Revelation
(1) Revelation in Eden
(2) Revelation among the Heathen
II. The Process of Revelation
1. Place of Revelation among the Redemptive
Acts of God
2. Stages of Material Development
III. The Modes op Revelation
1. The Several Modes of Revelation
2. Equal Supernaturalness of the Several Modes
3. The Prophet God's Mouthpiece
4. Visionary Form of Prophecy
5. "Passivity" of Prophets
6. Revelation by Inspiration
7. Complete Revelation of God in Christ
IV. Biblical Terminology
1. The Ordinary Forms
2. "Word of the Lord" and "Torah"
3. " The Scriptures "
Literature
/. The Nature ofRevelation.—The religion of the
Bible is a frankly supernatural religion. By this
is not meant merely that, according
1. The
to it, all men, as creatures, live, move
Religion of and have their being in God. It is
the Bible meant that, according to it, God has
the Only intervened extraordinarily, in the
Supernatu- course of the sinful world's developral Rement, for the salvation of men otherligion
wise lost. In Eden the Lord God had
been present with sinless man in such
a sense as to form a distinct element in his social
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environment (Gen 3 8). This intimate association That men at large have not retained Him in their
was broken up by the Fall. But God did not there knowledge, or served Him as they ought, is not due
fore withdraw Himself from concernment with therefore to failure on His part to keep open the
men. Rather, He began at once a series of inter
way to knowledge of Him, but to the darkening of
ventions in human history by means of which man their senseless hearts by sin and to the vanity of
might be rescued from his sin and, despite it, their sin-deflected reasonings (Rom 1 21 ff), by
brought to the end destined for him. These inter
means of which they have supplanted the truth of
ventions involved the segregation of a people for God by a lie and have come to worship and serve
Himself, by whom God should be known, and whose the creature rather than the ever-blessed Creator.
distinction should be that God should be "nigh It is, indeed, precisely because in their sin they have
unto them" as He was not to other nations (Dt 4 thus held down the truth in unrighteousness and
7; Ps 146 18). But this people was not permitted have refused to have God in their knowledge (so it
to imagine that it owed its segregation to anything is intimated); and because, moreover, in their sin,
in itself fitted to attract or determine the Divine the revelation God gives of Himself in His works of
preference; no consciousness was more poignant creation and providence no longer suffices for men's
in Israel than that Jeh had chosen it, not it Him, needs, that God has intervened supernaturally in
and that Jeh's choice of it rested solely on His the course of history to form a people for Himself,
gracious will. Nor was this people permitted to through whom at length all the world should be
imagine that it was for its own sake alone that it blessed.
It is quite obvious that there are brought before us
had been singled out to be the sole recipient of the
knowledge of Jeh; it was made clear from the in these several representations two species or stages
of revelation, which should be disbeginning that God's mysteriously gracious dealing
with it had as its ultimate end the blessing of the 2. General criminated to avoid confusion. There
whole world (Gen 12 2.3; 17 4.5.6.16; 18 18; 22 and Special is the revelation which God continu18; cf Rom 4 13), the bringing together again of Revelation ously makes to all men: by it His
power and Divinity are made known.
the divided families of the earth under the glorious
reign of Jeh, and the reversal of the curse under And there is the revelation which He makes exclu
which the whole world lay for its sin (Gen 12 3). sively to His chosen people: through it His saving
Meanwhile, however, Jeh was known only in Israel. grace is made known. Both species or stages of
To Israel God showed His word and made known revelation are insisted upon throughout the Scrip
His statutes and judgments, and after this fashion tures. They are, for example, brought signifi
He dealt with no other nation; and therefore none cantly together in such a declaration as we find in
Ps 19: "The heavens declare the glory of God
other knew His judgments (Ps 147 19 f). Accord
.... their line is gone out through all the earth"
ingly, when the hope of Israel (who was also the de
sire of all nations) came, His own lips unhesitatingly (vs 1.4); "The law of Jeh is perfect, restoring the
declared that the salvation He brought, though soul" (ver 7). The Psalmist takes his beginning
of universal application, was "from the Jews" (Jn here from the praise of the glory of God, the Creator
4 22). And the nations to which this salvation of all that is, which has been written upon the very
had not been made known are declared by the chief heavens, that none may fail to see it. From this
he rises, however, quickly to the more full-throated
agent in its proclamation to them to be, mean
while; "far off," "having no hope" and "without praise of the mercy of Jeh, the covenant God, who
God in the world" (Eph 2 12), because they were has visited His people with saving instruction.
aliens from the commonwealth of Israel and Upon this higher revelation there is finally based
a prayer for salvation from sin, which ends in a
strangers from the covenant of the promise.
The religion of the Bible thus announces itself, great threefold acclamation, instinct with adoring
not as the product of men's search after God, if gratitude: "O Jeh, my rock, and my redeemer"
haply they may feel after Him and find Him, but (ver 14). "The heavens," comments Lord Bacon,
as the creation in men of the gracious God, forming "indeed tell of the glory of God, but not of His will
a people for Himself, that they may show forth His according to which the poet prays to be pardoned
praise. In other words, the religion of the Bible and sanctified." In so commenting, Lord Bacon
presents itself as distinctively a revealed religion. touches the exact point of distinction between the
Or rather, to speak more exactly, it announces itself two species or stages of revelation. The one is
as the revealed religion, as the only revealed reli adapted to man as man; the other to man as sinner;
gion; and sets itself as such over against all other and since man, on becoming sinner, has not ceased
religions, which are represented as all products, in to be man, but has only acquired new needs requir
a sense m which it is not, of the art and device of ing additional provisions to bring him to the end of
his existence, so the revelation directed to man as
man.
It is not, however, implied in this exclusive sinner does not supersede that given to man as man,
claim to revelation—which is made by the religion but supplements it with these new provisions for
of the Bible in all the stages of its history—that his attainment, in his new condition of blindness,
the living God, who made the heaven and the helplessness and guilt induced by sin, of the end of
earth and the sea and all that in them is, has left his being.
Himself without witness among the peoples of the
These two species or stages of revelation have
world (Acts 14 17). It is asserted indeed, that been commonly distinguished from one another
in the process of His redemptive work, God suffered by the distinctive names of natural and super
for a season all the nations to walk in their own natural revelation, or general and special revelation,
ways; but it is added that to none of them has He or natural and soteriological revelation. Each
failed to do good, and to give from heaven rains and of these modes of discriminating them has its par
fruitful seasons, filling their hearts with food and ticular fitness and describes a real difference between
gladness. And not only is He represented as thus the two in nature, reach or purpose. The one is
constantly showing Himself in His providence not communicated through the media of natural phe
far from any one of them, thus wooing them to seek nomena, occurring in the course of Nature or of
Him if haply they might feel after Him and find history; the other implies an intervention in the
Him (Acts i7 27), but as from the foundation of natural course of things and is not merely in source
the world openly manifesting Himself to them in but in mode supernatural. The one is addressed
the works of His hands, in which His everlasting generally to all intelligent creatures, and is there
power and Divinity are clearly seen (Rom 1 20). fore accessible to all men; the other is addressed to
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a special class of sinners, to whom God would make
known His salvation. The one has in view to
meet and supply the natural need of creatures for
knowledge of their God; the other to rescue broken
and deformed sinners from their sin and its con
sequences. But, though thus distinguished from
one another, it is important that the two species
or stages of revelation should not be set in oppo
sition to one another, or the closeness of their
mutual relations or the constancy of their inter
action be obscured. They constitute together a
unitary whole, and each is incomplete without the
other. In its most general idea, revelation is
rooted in creation and the relations with His
intelligent creatures into which God has brought
Himself by giving them being. Its object is to
realize the end of man's creation, to be attained
only through knowledge of God and perfect and
unbroken communion with Him. On the entrance
of sin into the world, destroying this communion
with God and obscuring the knowledge of Him
derived from Nature, another mode of revelation
was necessitated, having also another content,
adapted to the new relation to God and the new
conditions of intellect, heart and will brought about
by sin. It must not be supposed, however, that this
new mode of revelation was an ex post facto expe
dient, introduced to meet an unforeseen contin
gency. The actual course of human development
was in the nature of the case the expected and the
intended course of human development, for which
man was created; and revelation, therefore, in
its double form was the Divine purpose for man
from the beginning, and constitutes a unitary pro
vision for the realization of the end of his creation
in the actual circumstances in which he exists. We
may distinguish in this unitary revelation the two
elements by the cooperation of which the effect is
produced; but we should bear in mind that only by
their cooperation is the effect produced. Without
special revelation, general revelation would be for
sinful men incomplete and ineffective, and could
issue, as in point of fact it has issued wherever it
alone has been accessible, only in leaving them
without excuse (Rom 1 20). Without general
revelation, special revelation would lack that basis
in the fundamental knowledge of God as the mighty
and wise, righteous and good maker and ruler of
all things, apart from which the further revelation
of this great God's interventions in the world for
the salvation of sinners could not be either intelli
gible, credible or operative.
(1) Revelation in Eden.—Only In Eden has general
revelation been adequate to the needs of man. Not
being a sinner, man in Eden had no need of that grace of
God itself by which sinners are restored to communion
with Him. or of the special revelation of this grace of
God to sinners to enable them to live with God. And
not being a sinner, man in Eden, as he contemplated the
works of God. saw God In the unclouded mirror of his
mind with a clarity of vision, and lived with Him In the
untroubled depths of his heart with a trustful intimacy
of association, inconceivable to sinners. Nevertheless,
the revelation of God in Eden was not merely " natural."
Not only does the prohibition of the forbidden fruit
involve a positive commandment (Gen 2 16), but the
whole history implies an immediacy of intercourse with
God which cannot easily be set to the credit of the pictur
esque art of the narrative, or be fully accounted for by
the vividness of the perception of God in His works
proper to sinless creatures. The impression is strong
that what is meant to be conveyed to us is that man
dwelt with God in Eden, and enjoyed with Him imme
diate and not merely mediate communion. In that
case, we may understand that if man had not fallen, he
would have continued to enjoy immediate intercourse
with God. and that the cessation of this immediate in
tercourse is due to sin. It is not then the supernaturalness of special revelation which is rooted in sin. but, if
we may be allowed the expression, the specialness of
supernatural revelation. Had man not fallen, heaven
would have continued to Ho about him through all his
history, as it lay about his Infancy: every man would
have enjoyed direct vision of God and immediate speech
with Hun. Man having fallen, the cherubim and the
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flame of a sword, turning every way, keep the path:
and God breaks His way in a round-about fashion into
man's darkened heart to reveal there His redemptive love.
By slow steps and gradual stages He at once works out
His saving purpose and moids the world for its recep
tion, choosfng a people for Himself and training it
through long and weary ages, until at last when the
fulness of time has come, Ho bares His arm and sends
out the proclamation of His great salvation to all the
earth.
(2) Revelation among the heathen.—Certainly,
from the gate of Eden onward, God's general reve
lation ceased to be, in the strict sense, supernatural.
It is, of course, not meant that God deserted His
world and left it to fester in its iniquity. His
providence still ruled over all, leading steadily on
ward to the goal for which man had been created,
and of the attainment of which in God's own good
time and way the very continuance of men's exist
ence, under God's providential government, was
a pledge. And His Spirit still everywhere wrought
upon the hearts of men, stirring up all their powers
(though created in the image of God, marred and
impaired by sin) to their best activities, and to such
splendid effect in every department of human
achievement as to command the admiration of all
ages, and in the highest region of all, that of con
duct, to call out from an apost le t he encomium that
though they had no law they did by nature (observe
the word "nature") the things of the law. All
this, however, remains within the limits of Nature,
that is to say, within the sphere of operation of
Divinely directed and assisted second causes. It
illustrates merely the heights to which the powers
of man may attain under the guidance of provi
dence and the influences of what we have learned
to call God's "common grace." Nowhere, through
out the whole ethnic domain, are the conceptions of
God and His ways put within the reach of man,
through God's revelation of Himself in the works of
creation and providence, transcended; nowhere is
the slightest knowledge betrayed of anything con
cerning God and His purposes, which could be
known only by its being supernaturally told to men.
Of the entire body of "saving truth," for example,
which is the burden of what we call "special reve
lation," the whole heathen world remained in total
ignorance. And even its hold on the general truths
of religion, not being vitalized by supernatural
enforcements, grew weak, and its knowledge of the
very nature of God decayed, until it ran out to the
dreadful issue which Paul sketches for us in that
inspired philosophy of religion which he incorpo
rates in the latter part of the first chapter of the Ep.
to the Rom.
Behind even the ethnic development, there lay. of
course, the supernatural intercourse of man with God
which had obtained before the entrance of sin Into the
world, and the supernatural revelations at the gate of
Eden (Gen 3 8) , and at the second origin of the human
race, the Flood (Gen 8 21.22; 9 1-17). How long the
tradition of this primitive revelation lingered in nooks
and corners of the heathen world, conditioning and
vitalizing the natural revelation of God always accessible,
we have no means of estimating. Neither is it easy to
measure the effect of God's special revelation of Himself
to His people upon men outside the bounds of. indeed,
but coming into contact with, this chosen people, or
sharing with them a common natural inheritance. Lot
and Ishmael and Esau can scarcely have been wholly
ignorant of the word of God which came to Abraham
and Isaac and Jacob; nor could the Egyptians from
whose hands God wrested His people with a mighty arm
fall to learn something of Jeh, any more than the mixed
multitudes who witnessed the ministry of Christ could
fall to infer something from His gracious walk and
mighty works. It is natural to infer that no nation
which was intimately associated with Israel's life could
remain entirely unaffected by Israel's revelation. But
whatever impressions were thus conveyed reached ap?arently individuals only : the heathen which surrounded
srael, even those most closely affiliated with Israel,
remained heathen; they had no revelation. In the
sporadic instances when God visited an alien with a super
natural communication—such as the dreams sent to
Abimelech (Gen 20) and to Pharaoh (Gen 40, 41) and
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to Nebuchadnezzar (Dnl 2 I £T) and to the soldier In the
camp of Midlan (Jgs 7 13)—It was In the Interests, not of
the heathen world, Dut of the chosen people that they were
sent; and these Instances derive their significance wholly
from this fact. There remain, no doubt, the myste
rious figure of Melchizedek, perhaps also of Jethro, and
the strange apparition of Balaam, who also, however,
appear in the sacred narrative only in connection with
the history of God's dealings with His people and in
their interest. Their unexplained appearance cannot
in any event avail to modify the general fact that the
life of the heathen peoples lay outside the supernatural
revelation of God. The heathen were suffered to walk
In their own ways (Acts 14 16).
//. The Process ofRevelation.—Meanwhile, how
ever, God had not forgotten them, but was prepar
ing salvation for them also through the super
natural revelation of His grace that He was making
to His people. According to the Bib. represen
tation, in the midst of and working connuently
with the revelation which He has always been
giving of Himself on the plane of Nature, Cod was
making also from the very fall of man a further
revelation of Himself on the plane of grace. In
contrast with His general, natural revelation, in
which all men by virtue of their very nature as
men share, this special, supernatural revelation
was granted at first only to individuals, then pro
gressively to a family, a tribe, a nation, a race,
until, when the fulness of time was come, it was
made the possession of the whole world. It may
be difficult to obtain from Scripture a clear account
of why God chose thus to give this revelation of
His grace only progressively: or, to be more ex
plicit, through the process of a historical develop
ment. Such is, however, the ordinary mode of
the Divine working: it is so that God made the
worlds, it is so that He creates the human race itself,
the recipient of this revelation, it is so that He builds
up His kingdom in the world and in the individual
soul, which only gradually comes whether to the
knowledge of God or to the fruition of His salvation.
As to the fact, the Scriptures are explicit, tracing
for us, or rather embodying in their own growth,
the record of the steady advance of this gracious
revelation through definite stages from its first
faint beginnings to its glorious completion in Jesus
Christ.
So express is its relation to the development of
the kingdom of God itself, or rather to that great
series of Divine operations which are
1. Place of directed to the building up of the
Revelation kingdom of God in the world, that it is
among the sometimes confounded with them or
Redemptive thought of as simply their reflection
Acts of God in the contemplating mind of man.
Thus it is not infrequently said that
revelation, meaning this special redemptive reve
lation, has been communicated in deeds, not in
words; and it is occasionally elaborately argued
that the sole manner in which God has revealed
Himself as the Saviour of sinners is just by perform
ing those mighty acts by which sinners are saved.
This is not, however, the Bib. representation.
Revelation is, of course, often made through the
instrumentality of deeds; and the series of His
great redemptive acts by which He saves the world
constitutes the preeminent revelation of the grace
of God—so far as these redemptive acts are open to
observation and are perceived in their significance.
But revelation, after all, is the correlate of under
standing and has as its proximate end just the
production of knowledge, though not, of course,
knowledge for its own sake, but for the sake of sal
vation. The series of the redemptive acts of God,
accordingly, can properly be designated "revelation
only when and so far as they are contemplated as
adapted and designed to produce knowledge of God
and His purpose and methods of grace. No bare
series of unexplained acts can be thought, however,
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adapted to produce knowledge, esp. if these acts be,
as in this case, of a highly transcendental character.
Nor can this particular scries of acts be thought to
have as its main design the production of knowledge;
its main design is rather to save man. No doubt
the production of knowledge of the Divine grace is
one of the means by which this main design of the
redemptive acts of God is attained. But this only
renders it the more necessary that the proximate
result of producing knowledge should not fail; and
it is doubtless for this reason that the series of re
demptive acts of God has not been left to explain
itself, but the explanatory word has been added
to it. Revelation thus appears, however, not as
the mere reflection of the redeeming acts of God in
the minds of men, but as a factor in the redeeming
work of God, a component part of the Beries of His
redeeming acts, without which that series would
be incomplete and so far inoperative for its main
end. Thus the Scriptures represent it, not con
founding revelation with the series of the redemp
tive acts of God, but placing it among the redemp
tive acts of God and giving it a function as a sub
stantive element in the operations by which the
merciful God saves sinful men. It Ls therefore not
made even a mere constant accompaniment of the
redemptive acts of God, giving their explanation
that they may be understood. It occupies a far
more independent place among them than this,
and as frequently precedes them to prepare their
way as it accompanies or follows them to interpret
their meaning. It is, in one word, itself a redemp
tive act of God and by no means the least impor
tant in the series of His redemptive acts.
This might, indeed, have been inferred from its
very nature, and from the nature of the salvation
which was being wrought out by these redemptive
acts of God. One of the most grievous of the
effects of sin is the deformation of the image of
God reflected in the human mind, and there can
be no recovery from sin which does not bring with
it the correction of this deformation and the re
flection in the soul of man of the whole glory of the
Lord God Almighty. Man is an intelligent being;
his superiority over the brute is found, among other
things, precisely in the direction of all his life by
his intelligence; and his blessedness is rooted in
the true knowledge of his God—for this is life
eternal, that we should know the only true God
and Him whom He has sent. Dealing with man as
an intelligent being, God the Lord has saved him
by means of a revelation, by which he has been
brought into an ever more and more adequate
knowledge of God, and been led ever more and
more to do his part in working out his own salvation
with fear and trembling as he perceived with ever
more and more clearness how God is working it out
for him through mighty deeds of grace.
This is not the place to trace, even in outline,
from the material point of view, the development
of God's redemptive revelation from
2. Stages its first beginnings, in the promise
of Material given to Abraham—or rather in what
Develop- has been called the Protevangelium
ment
at the gate of Eden—to its comple
tion in the advent and work of Christ
and the teaching of His apostles; a steadily ad
vancing development, which, as it lies spread out
to view in the pages of Scripture, takes to those who
look at it from the consummation backward, the
appearance of the shadow cast athwart preceding
ages by the great figure of Christ. Even from the
formal point of view, however, there has been
pointed out a progressive advance in the method
of revelation, consonant with its advance in con
tent, or rather with the advancing stages of the
building up of the kingdom of God, to subserve
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which is the whole object of revelation. Three
distinct steps in revelation have been discriminated
from this point of view. They are distinguished
precisely by the increasing independence ofrevelation
of the deeds constituting the series of the redemptive
acts of God, in which, nevertheless, all revelation
is a substantial element. Discriminations like this
must not be taken too absolutely; and in the
present instance the chronological sequence cannot
be pressed. But, with much interlacing, three
generally successive stages of revelation may be
recognized, producing periods at least character
istically of what we may somewhat conventionally
call theophany, prophecy and inspiration. What
may be somewhat indefinitely marked off as the
Patriarchal age is characteristically "the period of
Outward Manifestations, and Symbols, and Theophanies": during it "God spoke to men through their
senses, in physical phenomena, as the burning bush,
the cloudy pillar, or in sensuous forms, as men,
angels, etc
In the Prophetic age, on the
contrary, the prevailing mode of revelation was by
means of inward prophetic inspiration": God spoke
to men characteristically by the movements of the
Holy Spirit in their hearts. "Prevailingly, at any
rate from Samuel downwards, the supernatural
revelation was a revelation in the hearts of the
foremost thinkers of the people, or, as we call it,
prophetic inspiration, without the aid of external
sensuous symbols of God" (A. B. Davidson, OT
Prophecy, 1903, p. 148; cf pp. 12-14, 145 ff). This
internal method of revelation reaches its culmination
in the NT period, which is preeminently the age of
the Spirit. What is esp. characteristic of this age is
revelation through the medium of the written word,
what may be called apostolic as distinguished from
prophetic inspiration. The revealing Spirit speaks
through chosen men as His organs, but through
these organs in such a fashion that the most inti
mate processes of their souls become the instruments
by means of which He speaks His mind. Thus at
all events there are brought clearly before us three
well-marked modes of revelation, which we may
perhaps designate respectively, not with perfect dis
crimination, it is true, but not misleadingly, (1) ex
ternal manifestation, (2) internal suggestion, and
(3) concursive operation.
///. Modes of Revelation.—Theophany may be
taken as the typical form of "external manifesta
tion": but by its side may be ranged
1. Modes of all of those mighty works by which
Revelation God makes Himself known, including
express miracles, no doubt, but along
with them every supernatural intervention in the
affairs of men, by means of which a better under
standing is communicated of what God is or what
are His purposes of grace to a sinful race. Under
"internal suggestion" may be subsumed all the
characteristic phenomena of what is most properly
spoken of as "prophecy": visions and dreams, which,
according to a fundamental passage (Nu 12 6), con
stitute the typical forms of prophecy, and with
them the whole "prophetic word," which shares its
essential characteristic with visions and dreams,
since it comes not by the will of man but from God.
By "concursive operation" may be meant that form
of revelation illustrated in an inspired psalm or
epistle or history, in which no human activity—
not even the control of the will—is superseded, but
the Holy Spirit works in, with and through them all
in such a manner as to communicate to the product
qualities distinctly superhuman. There is no age
in the history of the religion of the Bible, from that
of Moses to that of Christ and His apostles, in which
all these modes of revelation do not find place.
One or another may seem particularly characteris
tic of this age or of that; but they all occur in every
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ngc. And they occur side by side, broadly speak
ing, on the same level. No discrimination is drawn
between them in point of worthiness as modes of
revelation, and much less in point of purity in the
revelations communicated through them. The
circumstance that God spoke to Moses, not by
dream or vision but mouth to mouth, is, indeed,
adverted to (Nu 12 8) as a proof of the peculiar
favor shown to Moses and even of the superior dig
nity of Moses above other organs of revelation : God
admitted him to an intimacy of intercourse which
He did not accord to others. But though Moses
was thus distinguished above all others in the deal
ings of God with him, no distinction is drawn be
tween the revelations given through him and those
given through other organs of revelation in point
either of Divinity or of authority. And beyond this
we have no Scriptural warrant to go on in contrast
ing one mode of revelation with another. Dreams
may seem to us little fitted to serve as vehicles of
Divine communications. But there is no sugges
tion in Scripture that revelations through dreams
stand on a lower plane than any others; and we
should not fail to remember that the essential char
acteristics of revelations through dreams are shared
by all forms of revelation in which (whether we
should call them visions or not) the images or ideas
which fill, or pass in procession through, the con
sciousness are determined by some other power
than the recipient's own will. It may seem natural
to suppose that revelations rise in rank in propor
tion to the fulness of the engagement of the mental
activity of the recipient in their reception. But
we should bear in mind that the intellectual or
spiritual quality of a revelation is not derived from
the recipient but from its Divine Giver. The
fundamental fact in all revelation is that it is from
God. This is what gives unity to the whole proc
ess of revelation, given though it may be in divers
portions and in divers manners and distributed
though it may be through the ages in accordance
with the mere will of God, or as it may have suited
His developing purpose—this and its unitary end,
which is ever the building up of the kingdom of God.
In whatever diversity of forms, by means of what
ever variety of modes, in whatever distinguishable
stages it is given; it is ever the revelation of the
One God, and it is ever the one consistently devel
oping redemptive revelation of God.
On a prima facie view It may lndocd seem likely that
a difference in the quality of their supernaturalness
would inevitably obtain between rovcla2 Eaual
tions given through such divergent modes.
„'
4
'
The completely
of
oupernatu- revelations
givensupernatural
in theophaniescharacter
is obvious,
ralness of He who will not allow that God speaks to
the Several man< to make known His gracious pury
posesthan
toward
him, has the
no other
Modes
here
to pronounce
storiesrecourse
legend
ary. The objectivity of the mode of com
munication which Is adopted Is Intense, and It is thrown up
to observation with the greatest emphasis. Into the natu
ral life of man God intrudes In a purely supernatural
manner, bearing a purely supernatural communication.
In these communications wo are given accordingly just a
sorles of "naked messages of God." But not even In the
Patriarchal age were all revelations given in theophanies
or objective appearances. There were dreams, and
visions, and revelations without explicit intimation In
the narrative of how they were communicated. And
when we pass on in the history, wo do not. Indeed, leave
behind us theophanies and objective appearances. It is
not only made the very characteristic of Moses, the
greatest figure In the whole history of revelation except
only that of Christ, that he knew God face to face (Dt
34 10), and God spoke to him mouth to mouth, even
manifestly, and not in dark speeches (Nu 12 8) : but
throughout tho whole history of revelation down to the
appearance of Jesus to Paul on the road to Damascus,
God has shown Himself visibly to His servants whenever
it has seemed good to Him to do so and has spoken with
them In objective speech. Nevertheless, It is expressly
made the characteristic of the Prophetic age that God
makes Himself known to His servants "in a vision," "in
a dream" (Nu 12 6). And although, throughout its
entire duration, God, In fulfilment of His promise (Dt
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18 18), put His words in the mouths of His prophets
and gave them His commandments to speak, yet it would
seem inherent in the very employment of men as instru
ments of revelation that the words of God given through
them aro spoken by human mouths; and the purity of
their supernaturalness may seem so far obscured. And
when It is not merely the mouths of men with which
God thus serves Himself in the delivery of His messages,
but their minds and hearts as well—the play of their
religious feelings, or the processes of their logical reason
ing, or the tenacity of their memories, as, say, in a psalm
or in an epistle, or a history—the supernatural element
In the communication may easily seem to retire still
farther into the background. It can scarcely be a
matter of surprise, therefore, that question has been
raised as to the relation of the natural and the super
natural In such revelations, and, in many current man
ners of thinking and speaking of them, the completeness
of their supernaturalness has been limited and curtailed
in the interests of the natural instrumentalities em
ployed. The plausibility of such reasoning renders it
the more necessary that wo should observe the unvary
ing emphasis which the Scriptures place upon the abso
lute supernaturalness of revelation in all Its modes alike.
In the view of the Scriptures, the completely super
natural character of revelation is in no way lessened by
the circumstance that it has been given through the in
strumentality of men. They affirm, Indeed, with the
greatest possible emphasis that the Divine word devered through men is the pure word of God, diluted
with no human admixture whatever.
We have already been led to note that even on
the occasion when Moses is exalted above all other
organs of revelation (Nu 12 6 ft"), in
3. The
point of dignity and favor, no sugProphet
gestion whatever is made of any inGod's
feriority, in either the directness or
Mouthpiece the purity of their supernaturalness,
attaching to other organs of revelation.
There might never afterward arise a prophet in
Israel like unto Moses, whom the Lord knew face
to face (Dt 34 10). But each of the whole series
of prophets raised up by Jeh that the people might
always know His will was to be like Moses in
speaking to the people only what Jeh commanded
them (Dt 18 15.18.20). In this great promise,
securing to Israel the succession of prophets, there
is also included a declaration of precisely how Jeh
would communicate His messages not so much to
them as through them. "I will raise them up a
prophet from among their brethren, like unto thee,"
we read (Dt 18 18), "and I vrill put my words in
his mouth., and he shall speak unto them all that
I shall command him." The process of revelation
through the prophets was a process by which Jeh
put His words in the mouths of the prophets, and
the prophets spoke precisely these words and no
others. So the prophets themselves ever asserted.
"Then Jeh put forth his hand, and touched my
mouth," explains Jeremiah in his account of how
he received his prophecies, "and Jeh said unto me,
Behold, I have put my words in thy mouth" (Jer
19; cf 5 14; Isa 61 16; 69 21; Nu 22 35; 23 5.
12.16). Accordingly, the words "with which" they
spoke were not their own but the Lord's: "And
he said unto me," records Ezekiel, "Son of man,
go, get thee unto the house of Israel, and speak
with my words unto them" (Ezk 3 4). It is a
process of nothing other than "dictation" which is
thus described (2 S 14 3.19), though, of course,
the question may remain open of the exact processes
by which this dictation is accomplished. The
fundamental passage which brings the central fact
before us in the most vivid manner is, no doubt,
the account of the commissioning of Moses and
Aaron given in Ex 4 10-17; 7 1-7. Here, in
the most express words, Jeh declares that He who
made the mouth can be with it to teach it what to
speak, and announces the precise function of a
prophet to be that he is "a mouth of God," who
speaks not his own but God's words. Accordingly,
the Heb name for "prophet" (nabhi'), whatever
may be its etymology, means throughout the
Scriptures just "spokesman," though not "spokes
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man" in general, but spokesman by way of emi
nence, that is, God's spokesman; and the character
istic formula by which a prophetic declaration is
announced is: "The word of Jeh came to me," or
the brief "saith Jeh" (HW D^3 , n''um Yahiveh).
In no case does a prophet put his words forward
as his own words. That he is a prophet at all is
due not to choice on his own part, but to a call of
God, obeyed often with reluctance; and he prophe
sies or forbears to prophesy, not according to his
own will but as the Lord opens and shuts his mouth
(Ezk 3 26 f) and creates for him the fruit of the
lips (Isa 67 19; cf 6 7; 60 4). In contrast with
the false prophets, he strenuously asserts that he
does not speak out of his own heart ("heart" in Bib.
language includes the whole inner man), but all
that he proclaims is the pure word of Jeh.
The fundamental passage does not quite leave
the matter, however, with this general declaration.
It describes the characteristic manner
4. Prophecy in which Jeh communicates His mesin Vision- sages to His prophets as through
Form
the medium of visions and dreams.
Neither visions in the technical sense
of that word, nor dreams, appear, however, to have
been the customary mode of revelation to the
prophets, the record of whose revelations has come
down to us. But, on the other hand, there are
numerous indications in the record that the uni
versal mode of revelation to them was one which
was in some sense a vision, and can be classed only
in the category distinctively so called.
The whole nomenclature of prophecy presupposes.
Indeed, its vision-form. Prophecy is distinctively a
word, and what is delivered by the prophets is pro
claimed as the "word of Jeh." That it should be an
nounced by the formula, "Thus saith the Lord," Is.
therefore, only what we expect: and we are prepared
for such a description of its process as: "The Lord Jeh
. . . . wakeneth mine ear to hear," He "hath opened
mine ear" (Isa 50 4.5). But this Is not the way of
speaking of their messages which is most usual In the
prophets. Rather Is the whole body of prophecy cur
sorily presented as a thing seen. Isaiah places at the
head of his book: "The vision of Isaiah .... which
he saw" (cf Isa 29 10.11; Ob ver 1); and then proceeds
to set at the head of subordinate sections the remarkable
words, "The word that Isaiah .... saw"(2 1); "the
burden (m "oracle"] .... which Isaiah .... did see"
(13 1). Similarly there stand at the head ofother prophe
cies: "the words of Amos .... which he saw" (Am
1 1); " the word of Jeh that came to Mioah .... which
he saw" (Mlc 1 1); "the oracle which Habakkuk the
prophet did see" (Hab 1 lm); and elsewhere such
language occurs as this: "the word that Jeh hath
showed me" (Jer 88 21): "the prophets have seen
. . . . oracles" (Lam 2 14); "the word of Jeh came
. . . . and I looked, and, behold" (Ezk 1 3.4); "Woe
unto the foolish prophets, that follow their own spirit,
and have seen nothing" (Ezk 18 3); "I . . . . will
look forth to see what he will speak with me
Jeh .... said. Write the vision'' (Hab 2 1 f). It is
an inadequate explanation of such language to suppose
It merely a relic of a time when vision was more pre
dominantly the form of revelation. There Is no proof
that vision in the technical sense ever was more pre
dominantly the form of revelation than in the days of
the great writing prophets; and such language as wo
have quoted too obviously represents the living point of
view of the prophets to admit of the supposition that It
was merely conventional on their lips. The prophets,
in a word, represent the Divine communications which
they received as given to them in some sense in visions.
It Is possible, no doubt, to exaggerate the significance
of this. It is an exaggeration, for example, to insist that
therefore all the Divine communications made to the
prophets must have come to them in external appear
ances and objective speech, addressed to and received
by means of the bodily eye and ear. This would be to
break down the distinction between manifestation and
revelation, and to assimilate the mode of prophetic
revelation to that granted to Moses, though these are
expressly distinguished (Nu 12 6-8). It is also an
exaggeration to insist that therefore the prophetic state
must be conceived as that of strict ecstasy, involving
the complete abeyance of all mental life on the part of
the prophet (amentia), and possibly also accompanying
physical effects. It is quite clear from the records
which the prophets themselves give us of their revela
tions that their intelligence was alert in all stages of their
reception of them. Tho purpose of both these extreme
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views is the good one of doing full justico to the objec
tivity of the revelations vouchsafed to the prophets. If
these revelations took place entirely externally to the
prophet, who merely stood off and contemplated them,
or if they were implanted in the prophets by a process
so violont as not only to supersede their mental activity
but, for the time being, to annihilate it, it would be quite
clear that they came from a source other than the
prophets' own minds. It Is undoubtedly the funda
mental contention of the prophets that the revelations
given through them are not their own but wholly God's.
The significant language we have just quoted from Ezk
13 3: " Woe unto the foolish prophets, that follow their
own spirit, and have seen nothing," is a typical utter
ance of their sense of the complete objectivity of their
messages. What distinguishes the false prophets is
precisely that they "prophesy out of thoir own heart"
(Ezk 13 2-17), or, to draw the antithesis sharply, that
"they speak a vision of their own heart, and not out of
the mouth of Jeh" (Jer 23 16.26; 14 14). But these
extreme views fall to do justice, the one to the equally
important fact that the word of God, given through the
prophets, comes as the pure and unmixed word of God
not merely to, but from, the prophets; and the other
to the equally obvious fact that the Intelligence of the
prophets is alert throughout the whole process of the
reception and delivery of the revelation made through
them (see Inspiration; Prophecy).
That which gives to prophecy as a mode of reve
lation its place in the category of visions, strictly
so called, and dreams is that it shares with them
the distinguishing characteristic which determines
the class. In them all alike the movements of the
mind are determined by something extraneous to
the subject's will, or rather, since we are speaking
of supernaturally given dreams and vLions, extra
neous to the totality of the subject's own psychoses.
A power not himself takes possession of his con
sciousness and determines it according to its will.
That power, in the case of the prophets, was fully
recognized and energetically asserted to be Jeh
Himself or, to be more specific, the Spirit of Jeh
(1 S 10 6.10; Neh 9 30; Zee 7 12; Joel 2 28.29).
The prophets were therefore 'men of the Spirit'
(Hos 9 7). What constituted them prophets was
that the Spirit was put upon them (Isa 42 1) or
poured out on them (Joel 2 28.29), and they were
consequently filled with the Spirit (Mic 3 8), or,
in another but equivalent locution, that "the
hand" of the Lord, or "the power of the hand"
of the Lord, was upon them (2 K 3 15; Ezk 1 3;
3 14.22; 33 22; 37 1; 40 1), that is to say, they
were under the Divine control. This control is
represented as complete and compelling, so that,
under it, the prophet becomes not the "mover," but
the "moved" in the formation of his message. The
apostle Peter very purely reflects the prophetic
consciousness in his well-known declaration: 'No
prophecy of scripture comes of private interpre
tation; for prophecy was never brought by the
will of man; but it was as borne by the Holy Spirit
that men spoke from God' (2 Pet 1 20.21).
What this language of Peter emphasizes—and
what is emphasized in the whole account which the
prophets give of their own conscious5. "Passiv- ness—is, to speak plainly, the passivity
ity" of the of the prophets with respect to the
Prophets
revelation given through them. This
is the significance of the phrase : 'it was
as borne by the Holy Spirit that men spoke from
God.' To be "borne" (<pipctv, phirein) is not the
same as to be led (&yctv, dgein), much less to be
guided or directed (b&Tiyeiv, hodegeln): he that is
"borne" contributes nothing to the movement in
duced, but is the object to be moved. The term
"passivity" is, perhaps, however, liable to some
misapprehension, and should not be overstrained.
It is not intended to deny that the intelligence of
the prophets was active in the reception of their
message; it was by means of their active intelli
gence that their message was received: their in
telligence was the instrument of revelation. It is
intended to deny only that their intelligence was
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active in the production of their message: that it
was creatively as distinguished from receptively
active. For reception itself is a kind of activity.
What the prophets are solicitous that their readers
shall understand is that they are in no sense co
authors with God of their messages. Their mes
sages are given them, given them entire, and given
them precisely as they are given out by them. God
speaks through them: they are not merely His
messengers, but "His mouth." But at the same
time their intelligence is active in the reception,
retention and announcing of their messages, con
tributing nothing to them but presenting fit instru
ments for the communication of them—instruments
capable of understanding, responding profoundly
to and zealously proclaiming them.
There is, no doubt, a not unnatural hesitancy abroad
in thinking of the prophets as exhibiting only such merely
receptive activities. In the interests of their personalities,
we are asked not to represent God as dealing mechani
cally with them, pouring His revelations Into their souls
to be simply received as in so many buckets, or violently
wresting their minds from their own proper action that
He may do His own thinking with them. Must we not
rather suppose, we are askod, that all revelations must
be "psychologically mediated," must be given "after
the mode of moral mediation," and must be made first
of all their recipients' "own spiritual possession" 7 And
is not, in point of fact, the personality of each prophet
clearly traceable In his message, and that to such an
extent as to compel us to recognize him as in a true
sense Its real author ? The plausibility of such question
ings should not be permitted to obscure the fact that
the mode of the communication of the prophetic mes
sages which is suggested by them is directly contra
dicted by the prophets' own representations of their
relations to the revealing Spirit. In the prophets' own
view they were just instruments through whom God
gave revelations which came from them, not as their
own product, but as the pure word of Jeh. Noither
should the plausibility of such questionings blind us to
their speclousness. They exploit subordinate consid
erations, which are not without their validity in their
own place and under their own limiting conditions, as
if they were the determining or even the sole consid
erations in the case, and in neglect of the really deter
mining considerations. God is Himself the author of the
instruments He employs for the communication of His
messages to men and has framed them into precisely
the instruments He desired for the exact communication
of Ills message. There is just ground for the expectation
that He will use all the instruments He employs accord
ing to their natures; intelligent beings therefore as in
telligent beings, moral agents as moral agents. But
there Is no just ground for asserting that God is inca
pable of employing the intelligent beings Ho has Himself
created and formed to His will, to proclaim His messages
purely as He gives them to them; or of making truly
the possession of rational minds conceptions which they
have themselves had no part in creating. And
there is no ground for Imagining that God is unable
to frame His own message In the language of the organs
of His revelation without its thereby ceasing to be, be
cause expressed in a fashion natural to these organs,
therefore purely His message. One would suppose it
to lie in the very nature of the case that if the Lord
makes any revelation to men, He would do it in the lan
guage of men; or, to Individualize more explicitly, in
the language of the man He employs as the organ of His
revelation; and that naturally means, not the language
of his nation or circle merely, but his own particular
language, inclusive of all that gives individuality to his
self-expression. We may speak of this, if we will, as
" the accommodation of the revealing God to the several
firophetic individualities." But we should avoid thinkng of it externally and therefore mechanically, as if the
revealing Spirit artificially phrased the message which
He gives through each prophet in the particular forms
of speech proper to the individuality of each, so as to
create the illusion that the message comes out of the
heart of the prophet himself. Precisely what the
prophets affirm is that their messages do not come out
of their own hearts and do not represent the workings
of their own spirits. Nor is there any illusion in the
phenomenon we are contemplating; and it is a much
more intimate, and, we may add, a much more inter
esting phenomenon than an external "accommodation"
of speech to Individual habitudes. It includes, on the
one hand, the "accommodation" of the prophet, through
his total preparation, to the speech In which the revela
tion to be given through him is to be clothed ; and on the
other involves little more than the consistent carrying
into detail of the broad principle that God uses the instru
ments He employs in accordance with their natures.
No doubt, on adequate occasion, the very stones
might cry out by the power of God, and dumb
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beasts speak, and mysterious voices sound forth
from the void; and there have not been lacking
instances in which men have been compelled by
the same power to speak what they would not, and
id languages whose very sounds were strange to
their ears. But ordinarily when God the Lord
would speak to men He avails Himself of the serv
ices of a human tongue with which to speak, and
He employs this tongue according to its nature as a
tongue and according to the particular nature of t he
tongue which He employs. It is vain to say that the
message delivered through the instrumentality of
this tongue is conditioned at least in its form by the
tongue by which it is spoken, if not, indeed, limited,
curtailed, in some degree determined even in its
matter, by it. Not only was it God the Lord who
made the tongue, and who made this particular
tongue with all its peculiarities, not without regard
to the message He would deliver through it; but
His control of it is perfect and complete, and it is as
absurd to say that He cannot speak His message by
it purely without that message suffering change from
the peculiarities of its tone and modes of enunciation,
as it would be to say that no new truth can be an
nounced in any language because the elements of
speech by the combination of which the truth in
question is announced are already in existence with
their fixed range of connotation. The marks of the
several individualities imprinted on the messages
of the prophets, in other words, are only a part of
the general fact that these messages are couched
in human language, and in no way beyond that
general fact affect their purity as direct commu
nications from God.
A new set of problems is raised by the mode of
revelation which we have called "concursive opera
tion." This mode of revelation differs
6. Revela- from prophecy, properly so called,
tion by
precisely by the employment in it,
Inspiraas is not done in prophecy, of the
tion
total personality of the organ of revela
tion, as a factor. It has been com
mon to speak of the mode of the Spirit's action in
this form of revelation, therefore, as an assistance,
a superintendence, a direction, a control, the mean
ing being that the effect aimed at—-the discovery
and enunciation of Divine truth—is attained through
the action of the human powers—historical re
search, logical reasoning, ethical thought, religious
aspiration—acting not by themselves, however,
but under the prevailing assistance, superintend
ence, direction, control of the Divine Spirit. This
manner of speaking has the advantage of setting
this mode of revelation sharply in contrast with
prophetic revelation, as involving merely a deter
mining, and not, as in prophetic revelation, a supercessive action of the revealing Spirit. We are
warned, however, against pressing this discrimi
nation too far by the inclusion of the whole body
of Scripture in such passages as 2 Pet 1 20 f in the
category of prophecy, and the assignment of their
origin not to a mere leading" but to the "bearing"
of the Holy Spirit. In any event such terms as
assistance, superintendence, direction, control, in
adequately express the nature of the Spirit's action
inrevelation by "concursive operation. TheSpirit
is not to be conceived as standing outside of the
human powers employed for the effect in view, ready
to supplement any inadequacies they may show
and to supply any defects they may manifest, but
as working confluently in, with and by them, ele
vating them, directing them, controlling them, ener
gizing them, so that, as His instruments, they rise
above themselves and under His inspiration do
His work and reach His aim. The product, there
fore, which is attained by their means is His prod
uct through them. It is this fact which gives to
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the process the right to be called actively, and to
the product the right to be called passively, a reve
lation. Although the circumstance that what is
done is done by and through the action of human
powers keeps the product in form and quality in a
true sense human, yet the confluent operation of
the Holy Spirit throughout the whole process
raises the result above what could by any possi
bility be achieved by mere human powers and con
stitutes it expressly a supernatural product. The
human traits are traceable throughout its whole
extent, but at bottom it is a Divine gift, and the
language of Paul is the most proper mode of speech
that could be applied to it: "Which things also we
speak, not in words which man's wisdom teacheth,
but which the Spirit teacheth" (1 Cor 2 13); "The
things which I write unto you .... are the com
mandment of the Lord" (1 Cor 14 37). See In
spiration.
It is supposed that all the forms of special or
redemptive revelation which underlie and give its
content to the religion of the Bible
7. Complete may without violence be subsumed unRevelation der one or another of these three modes
of God
—external manifestation, internal sugin Christ
gestion, and concursive operation.
All, that is, except the culminating
revelation, not through, but in, Jesus Christ. As
in His person, in which dwells all the fulness of the
Godhead bodily, He rises above all classification
and is sui generis; so the revelation accumulated
in Him stands outside all the divers portions and
divers manners in which otherwise revelation has
been given and sums up in itself all that has been
or can be made known of God and of His redemp
tion. He does not so much make a revelation of
God as Himself is the revelation of God; He does
not merely disclose God's purpose of redemption, He
is unto us wisdom from God, and righteousness and
sanctification and redemption. The theophanies are
but faint shadows in comparison with His manifesta
tion of God in the flesh. The prophets could
prophesy only as the Spirit of Christ which was in
them testified, revealing to them as to servants one
or another of the secrets of the Lord Jeh ; from Him
as His Son, Jeh has no secrets, but whatsoever the
Father knows that the Son knows also. Whatever
truth men have been made partakers of by the
Spirit of truth is His (for all things whatsoever
the Father hath are His) and is taken by the
Spirit of truth and declared to men that He may
be glorified. Nevertheless, though all revelation
is thus summed up in Him, we should not fail to
note very carefully that it would also be all sealed up
in Him—so little is revelation conveyed by fact
alone, without the word—had it not been thus
taken by the Spirit of truth and declared unto men.
The entirety of the NT is but the explanatory word
accompanying and giving its effect to the fact of
Christ. And when this fact was in all its meaning
made the possession of men, revelation was com
pleted and in that sense ceased. Jesus Christ is
no less the end of revelation than He is the end of
the law.
IV. Biblical Terminology.—There is not much
additional to be learned concerning the nature and
processes of revelation, from the terms
1. The
currently employed in Scripture to
Ordinary express the idea. These terms are
Forms
ordinarily the common words for dis
closing, making known, making mani
fest, applied with more or less heightened signifi
cance to supernatural acts or effects in kind. In
the Eng. Bible (AV) the vb. "reveal" occurs about
51 t, of which 22 are in the OT and 29 in the NT.
In the OT the word is always the rendering of a
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Heb term nba , galah, or its Aram, equivalent
nb? , (flak, the root meaning of which appears to be
"nakedness." When applied to revelation, it seems
to hint at the removal of obstacles to perception
or the uncovering of objects to perception. In the
NT the word "reveal" is always (with the single
exception of Lk 2 35) the rendering of a Gr term
diroitaXiJirTo), apokaMplo (but in 2 Thess 1 7; 1
Pet 4 13 the corresponding noun du-oirdXvfis, apokdlupsis), which has a very similar basal significance
with its Heb parallel. As this Heb word formed no
substantive in this sense, the noun "revelation" does
not occur in the Eng. OT, the idea being expressed,
however, by other Heb terms variously rendered.
It occurs in the Eng. NT, on the other hand, about
a dozen times, and always as the rendering of the
substantive corresponding to the vb. rendered
"reveal" (apokalupsis). On the face of the Eng.
Bible, the terms "reveal," "revelation" bear there
fore uniformly the general sense of "disclose," "dis
closure." The idea is found in the Bible, however,
much more frequently than the terms "reveal,
"revelation" in EV. Indeed, the Heb and Gr
terms exclusively so rendered occur more frequently
in this sense than in this rendering in the Eng. Bib.
And by their side there stand various other terms
which express in one way or another the general
conception.
In the NT thevb. <pavepbu, phanerdo, with the gen
eral sense of making manifest, manifesting, is the
most common of these. It differs from apokalupto
as the more general and external term from the
more special and inward. Other terms also are
occasionally used: inupivtia, epvphdneia, "mani
festation" (2 Thess 2 8; 1 Tim 6 14; 2 Tim 1 10;
4 1; Tit 2 13; cf ivupaha, epiphaind, Tit 2 11;
3 4); SeiKviu, deikntio (Rev 11; 17 1; 22 1.6.8;
cf Acts 9 16; 1 Tim 4 15); iirrf4ofuu, exegeomai
(Jn 1 18), of which, however, only one perhaps—
Xpv/jnTlfa chrematlzo (Mt 2 12.22; Lk 2 20;
Acts 10 22; He 8 5; 11 7; 12 25); xPV^rt<riiM,
chrematismds (Rom 11 4)—calls for particular no
tice as in a special way, according to its usage, ex
pressing the idea of a Divine communication.
In the OT, the common Heb vb. for "seeing"
(FISH , ra'ah) is used in its appropriate stems, with
God as the subject, for "appearing," "showing":
"the Lord appeared unto ...."; "the word which
the Lord showed me." And from this vb. not only
is an active substantive formed which supplied the
more ancient designation of the official organ of
revelation:
rd'eh, "seer"; but also objective
substantives, Hijflip , mar'Sh, and nSHTJ , mar'eh,
which were used to designate the thing seen in a
revelation—the "vision." By the side of these
terms there were others in use, derived from a root
which supplies to the Aram, its common word for
"seeing," but in Heb has a somewhat more pregnant
meaning, HTIH , hazah. Its active derivative, HTTI ,
hdzeh, was a designation of a prophet which remained
in occasional use, alternating with the more cus
tomary fcCJlJ , nSbhl', long after nsjfl , rd'eh, had be
come practically obsolete; and its passive deriva
tives hazon, hizzayon, hazulh, mahdzeh provided
the ordinary terms for the substance of the reve
lation or "vision." The distinction between the
two sets of terms, derived respectively from ra'Sh
and hazah, while not to be unduly pressed, seems to
lie in the direction that the former suggests external
manifestations and the latter internal revelations.
The rd'eh is he to whom Divine manifestations, the
hdzeh he to whom Divine communications, have
been vouchsafed; the mar'eh is an appearance, the
hazon and its companions a vision. It may be of
interest to observe that mar'Sh is the term employed
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in Nu 12 6, while it is hazon which commonly
occurs in the headings of the writ ten prophecies to
indicate their revelatory character. From this it
may possibly be inferred that in the former passage
it is the mode, in the latter the contents of the reve
lation that is emphasized. Perhaps a like distinc
tion may be traced between the hazon of Dnl 8 15
and the mar'eh of the next verse. The ordinary
vb. for "knowing," TV, yadha', expressing in its
causative stems the idea of making known, inform
ing, is also very naturally employed, with God as
its subject, in the sense of revealing, and that, in
accordance with the natural sense of the word, with
a tendency to pregnancy of implication, of reveal
ing effectively, of not merely uncovering to obser
vation, but making to know. Accordingly, it is
paralleled not merely with flba, galah (Ps 98 2:
'The Lord hath made known his salvation; his
righteousness hath he displayed in the sight of the
nation'), but also with such terms as T^b , lamadh
(Ps 25 4: 'Make known to me thy ways, O Lord:
teach me thy paths'). This vb. yadha' forms no
substantive m the sense of "revelation" (cf n?^ ,
da'ath, Nu 24 16; Ps 19 3).
The most common vehicles of the idea of "reve
lation" in the OT are, however, two expressions
which are yet to be mentioned. These
2. "Word are the phrase, "word of Jeh," and
of Jehcthe term commonly but inadequately
van" and rendered in the EV by "law." The
"Torah"
former (d'bhar Yahweh, varied to d'bhar
'Eldhim or d'bhar hS-'Slohlm; cf n''um
Yahweh, massd' Yahweh) occurs scores of times and
is at once the simplest and the most colorless desig
nation of a Divine communication. By the latter
(torah), the proper meaning of which is "instruction,"
a strong implication of authoritativeness is conveyed ;
and, in this sense, it becomes what may be callea
the technical designation of a specifically Divine
communication. The two are not infrequently
brought together, as in Isa 1 10: "Hear the word
of Jeh, ye rulers of Sodom; give ear unto the law
[m "teaching"] of our God, ye people of Gomorrah";
or Isa 2 3 m- Mic 4 2: "For out of Zion shall go
forth the law [m "instruction"), and the word of Jeh
from Jerus." Both terms are used for any Divine
communication of whatever extent; and both came
to be employed to express the entire body of
Divine revelation, conceived as a unitary whole.
In this comprehensive usage, the emphasis of the
one came to fall more on the graciousness, and of
the other more on the authoritativeness of this body
of Divine revelation; and both passed into the NT
with these implications. "The word of God," or
simply "the word," comes thus to mean in the NT
just the gospel, "the word of the proclamation of
redemption, that is, all that which God has to say
to man, and causes to be said" looking to his sal
vation. It expresses, in a word, precisely what we
technically speak of as God's redemptive revelation.
"The law, on the other hand, means in this NT use,
just the whole body of the authoritative instruction
which God has given men. It expresses, in other
words, what we commonly speak of as God's super
natural revelation. The two things, of course, are
the same: God's authoritative revelation is His
gracious revelation; God's redemptive revelation
is His supernatural revelation. The two terms
merely look at the one aggregate of revelation from
two aspects, and each emphasizes its own aspect
of this one aggregated revelation.
Now, this aggregated revelation lay before the
men of the NTin a written form, and it was im
possible to speak freely of it without consciousness
of and at least occasional reference to its written
form. Accordingly we hear of a Word of God that
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is written (Jn 16 25; 1 Cor 15 54), and the Divine
Word is naturally contrasted with mere tradition,
as if its written form were of its very
3. "The
idea (Mk 7 10); indeed, the written
Scriptures" body of revelation—with an empha
sis on its written form-—is designated
expressly 'the prophetic word' (2 Pet 1 19). More
distinctly still, "the Law" comes to be thought of
as a written, not exactly, code, but body of Divine
ly authoritative instructions. The phrase, "It is
written in your law" (Jn 10 34; 16 25; Rom 3
19; 1 Cor 14 21), acquires the precise sense of,
"It is set forth in your authoritative Scriptures, all
the content of which is 'law,' that is, Divine in
struction." Thus "the Word of God," "the Law,"
came to mean just the written body of revelation,
what we call, and what the NT writers called, in
the same high sense which we give the term, the
Scriptures." These "Scriptures" are thus identi
fied with the revelation of God, conceived as a welldefined corpus, and two conceptions rise before us
which have had a determining part to play in the
history of Christianity—the conception of an
authoritative Canon of Scripture, and the concep
tion of this Canon of Scripture as just the Word of
God written. The former conception was thrown
into prominence in opposition to the gnostic heresies
in the earliest age of the church, and gave rise to a
richly varied mode of speech concerning the Scrip
tures, emphasizing their authority in legal language,
which goes back to and rests on the Bib. usage of
"Law." The latter it was left to the Reformation
to do justice to in its struggle against, on the one
side, the Romish depression of the Scriptures in
favor of the traditions of the church, and on the
other side the Enthusiasts' supercession of them
in the interests of the "inner Word." When
Tertullian, on the one hand, speaks of the Scrip
tures as an "Instrument," a legal document, his
terminology has an express warrant in the Scrip
tures' own usage of tordh, "law," to designate their
entire content. And when John Gerhard argues
that "between the Word of God and Sacred Scrip
ture, taken in a material sense, there is no real differ
ence," he is only declaring plainly what is definitely
implied in the NT use of the Word of God" with
the written revelation in mind. What is important
to recognize is that the Scriptures themselves repre
sent the Scriptures as not merely containing here
and there the record of revelations—"words of God,"
tdrdth—given by God, but as themselves, in all thenextent, a revelation, an authoritative body of gracious
instructions from God: or, since they alone, of all
the revelations which God may have given, are ex
tant—rather as the Revelation, the only "Word of
God'' accessible to men, in all their parts "law,"
that is, authoritative instruction from God.
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Literature
The last book of the NT. It professes to be the
record of prophetic visions given by Jesus Christ
to John, while the latter was a prisoner, "for the
word of God and the testimony of Jesus (1 9), in
Patmos (q.v.), a small rocky island in the Aegean,
about 15 miles W. of Ephesus. Its precursor in the
OT is the Book of Dnl, with the symbolic visions
and mystical numbers of which it stands in close
affinity. The peculiar form of the book, its relation
to other "apocalyptic" writings, and to the Fourth
Gospel, likewise attributed to John, the interpreta
tion of its symbols, with controverted questions of
its date, of worship, unity, relations to contem
porary history, etc, have made it one of the most
difficult books in the NT to explain satisfactorily.
/. Title and General Character ofBook.—"Reve
lation" answers To &kok&\vi(/is, apokdlupsis, in ver 1.
The oldest form of the title would seem
1. Title
to be simply, "Apocalypse of John,"
the appended words the Divine"
(SeoXo^ot, theoldgos, i.e. "theologian") not being
older than the 4th cent, (cf the title given to Gregory
of Nazianzus, "Gregory the theologian"). The
book belongs to the class of works commonly named
"apocalyptic," as containing visions and revelations
of the future, frequently in symbolical form (e.g.
the Book of En, the Apocalypse of Bar, the Apoca
lypse of Ezr: see Apocalyptic Literature), but
it is doubtful if the word here bears this technical
sense. The tendency at present is to group the
NT Apocalypse with these others, and attribute to
it the same kind of origin as theirs, viz. in the un
bridled play of religious phantasy, clothing itself
in unreal visional form.
But there is a wide distinction. These other
works are pseudonymous—fictitious; on the face
of them products of imagination;
2. Unique- betraying that this is their origin in
ness and
their crude, confused, unedifying charReality of acter. The Apocalypse bears oh it
Visions
the name of its author—an apostle
of Jesus Christ (see below) ; claims to
rest on real visions; rings with the accent of sin
cerity; is orderly, serious, sublime, purposeful, in
its conceptions; deals with the most solemn and
momentous of themes. On the modern Nerotheory, to which most recent expositors give ad
herence, it is a farrago of baseless phantasies, no one
of which came true. On its own claim it is a prod
uct of true prophecy (1 3; 22 18 f), and has or
will have sure fulfilment. Parallels here and there
are sought between it and the Book of En or the
Apocalypse of Ezr. As a rule the resemblances
arise from the fact that these works draw from the
same store of the ideas and imagery of the OT. It
is there the key is chiefly to be sought to the sym
bolism of John. The Apocalypse is steeped in the
thoughts, the images, even the language of the OT
(cf the illustrations in Lightfoot, Gal, 361, where it

